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How many people were in the pool today?

36 registered, but at least 37 unique users.

Shuldiner, family of four, brought five



Climate challenges:

Pandemic:
No guests allowed without payment → No guests allowed at all



Pool is here
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Climate challenges:

Pandemic:
No guests allowed without payment → No guests allowed at all

Fire:
Water chemistry must be checked daily → Smoke particulates 
damage filter so air conditions must be monitored in real time

Drought:
Use of pool cover is desirable → Use of pool cover is mandatory and 
may be audited



Climate disaster is creating new use 
cases that demand IoT solutions









• Price/subscription
• Reliability
• Availability

Which will win?
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Climate disaster is creating new use 
cases that demand IoT solutions

Current IoT default is cameras + ML

Probable future: Urgency of climate 
disaster outweighs need to protect 

privacy/anonymity/freedom



Occupancy: n= 1



As advocates for data transparency we should advocate these IoT 
design principles:

• Sensor minimization: fewer, simpler, less exotic
• Sensors that make sense for the thing, not the person
• Explainable, parsimonious ML…if at all



Abstract: Though not widely recognized as such, demonstrating models for 

the ethical collection and use of data in public spaces is a matter of real 

urgency. With few exceptions, “smart cities” solutions are today essentially 

optional, typically adopted in the name of experimentation and research 
rather than as a means of addressing specific and pressing needs. That is 

soon to change: in the face of multiple and increasingly severe disasters 

brought on by climate disruption, cities will have to get smart or die. This 

imperative will translate into the unfettered adoption of IoT technologies 

and, with them, whatever architecture and philosophy they embody. If the 
dominant architecture is machine learning models built on video data, and 

the dominant philosophy one of at best lightly regulated surveillance, then 

the panicked rollout of smart solutions will result in public spaces full of 

cameras generating data streams consumed by opaque ML at the cost of 

privacy, anonymity, and personal freedom. To avoid this future, the active 

deployment and demonstration of alternate models is an imperative: we 
must prove the value and practicality of smart solutions that employ sensing 

and analytics tailored to address clearly defined use cases with the explicit 

goal of avoiding surveillance-prone technologies, and we must do so before 

it is too late. In this talk, I use the admittedly farcical example of the smart 

pool to illustrate the deplorable path of current development, already well 
underway in your neighbor’s backyard.


